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Shrug off the winter blues, it’s time to feel the LOVE…
To be frank, we are welcoming the thought of a more personal
Valentine’s Day, with quality time spent with our ‘nearest
and dearest’. We can still dress to impress, and choose gifts
that will bring memories in the years to come, but for us,
it is about having the chance to celebrate the fact that we
have each other, in spite of the challenges the past year has
thrown at us. Our insightful article on Love in the Time of Covid
explores how we have been impacted, and how we can keep
the flame burning.
So browse through our slinkiest fashions, try out this season’s
latest fragrances, pamper your loved ones with gift ideas
chosen just for them, and catch up on celebrity news with our
two exclusive one-on-one interviews. Tamer Habib shares
his thoughts on acting, scriptwriting, and Valentine’s Day
of course, while Rosaline Elbay chats about the memorable
experience of playing Amira in Ramy, the hit American TV
series, and about her upcoming plans.
The trending hot topic, Epigenetics, comes under our
microscope, as we interview Tabea Badr, Certified Epigenetic
Precision Performance Coach. Learn more about how we can
optimize our lives by understanding this often misunderstood
science. Also high on our radar, the popularity of natureinspired home décor to make our homes more cozy and
enjoyable, along with our favorite finds. And if a romantic
date night out is something you have in mind, check out our
two restaurant finds that will be a treat for your taste buds!
From all of us, wishing you and your loved ones a wonderful
love-packed month, with many more to come.
For daily content and updates, follow us online and turn on
notifications for @cairopulse and @cairowestpublications

Scan The Code to Read Our Digital Magazines
and Explore More Great Content
Talk to us

Send an email:
editor@cairowestmag.com
marketing@cairowestmag.com
Follow us:

cairowestpublications

cairowest

Are you following Cairo Pulse yet? We tell
you where to go, what to do, and what’s new
all around town - daily!
CairoPulse
cairopulse

INTERVIEW

From Corporate Slave to
Romance Genre Script Writer

Script writer Tamer Habib has made a name for himself
as the pen behind many popular romantic comedies
and romantic dramas like Taymour W Shafika, Sahar El
Layali and Hob el Banat. Despite a schedule packed to
the brim, he still managed to find time for us. Taking full
advantage, we dove right into his new script, and probed
him a bit about how he’d like to spend Valentine’s Day.

CW:You used to work in finance, quite a career shift into
film, how did that happen?
TH: I always felt that I would have something to do with
cinema eventually because it’s been the love of my life
ever since childhood. At first, I wanted to be an actor,
then I wanted to become a director. I was really good
with literature in school and I used to write. But I wasn’t
accepted in theater school because I didn’t have the right
connections.
After I graduated from business school, I worked a regular
9 to 5 job that I hated. For 3 years I was doing something
I didn’t like, so I was really depressed. One day I had a
nervous breakdown and I decided to try and apply again
to theater school, coincidently it was the last day for
applications and I saw it as a huge sign. I was accepted 2
weeks later and it was a new start for me.

What advice would you give to people who want to do
the same but are terrified by the idea of starting too
late or failing?
Follow your dream. For me it was more like gambling, but
I took my chances. No matter how old you are, keep trying
and if you really want the dream it will happen eventually.
Do you prefer scriptwriting or acting? Why?
To me, scriptwriting is my job, but acting is the lighter perk
that I can have fun with. When I did a few roles I felt I wasn’t
that talented of an actor, as much as I was a writer, which I
believe is the gift that God gave me. Being a writer, I get to
act out all the characters in the story. I cry when they cry, I
laugh when they laugh and so on, this is everything to me.
Has acting given you insight into the effort made by
actors when portraying the characters that you write?
I’m the kind of scriptwriter who’s always there on the
location from day 1 until the end, starting with the casting
until the last day of montage; I’m always there. I feel like my
projects are my baby and they need all my care.
When I started going to the location a lot I realized later
while writing that some of my ideas are not really doable
or actionable by the actors. But I feel I became more
reasonable with my writing, I achieved a balance between
my imagination and what can actually be done.
What inspires your stories, and how do you build the
characters?
I’m usually inspired by the people around me. I love it
when people tell me that they relate to a character that I’ve
written and that they see themselves in them. Like the case
in Sahar El Layali and Hob el Banat, many of my friends told
me after that they feel exactly the same way the characters
felt in the film.
Furthermore, my material comes from my friends and the
people around me, and of course everything I’ve ever read
or seen. Being a social butterfly, I easily learn the pattern of
how certain people act or behave.
Which film genre do you love the most?
I’m in love with musicals. It started with The Sound of Music,
Grease, Moulin Rouge, Nine, Chicago, Rocketman, and The
Prom. Even with plays, when I go to London I have to go see
a musical every single day.
Why do you mostly choose to write romantic comedies?
I love this genre. I believe that Fatin Abdel Wahab was the
first to create it before the term romantic comedies even
came along. He did so many romantic comedies like Zizy’s
Family, Ah Men Hawaa, Al Zoga El 13, and Eshaat Hob.
A romantic comedy is a feel good movie that people can
watch for an hour and half and forget all their worries and
just feel happy and loving. I even enjoy it when writing,
I felt joyful for example while I was writing Taymour W
Shafika.
Speaking of Taymour W Shafika, many people disagreed
with the way that after all the fighting, Shafika still gave
up her role as a governor to stay with Taymour, what
made you choose that ending?
I realized way after that I had created chaos without even
realizing it. I didn’t intend for it to have this meaning I just
wanted love to win. Right before Taymour W Shafika, I was
always told that I write strong and important female roles
in films, like in Hob El Banat which is starred by a female
cast. For me this wasn’t a mistake, Shafika didn’t become a
housewife at the end but love still won.
How did it feel being a jury member of RFF-Revart Film
Festival, Egypt’s first online vertical festival, do you
believe it was a great success?
I enjoyed it very much, and yes, I think it was a great
success. I believe that the cinema industry in Egypt is very
important and any chance or event for people to see more
different international films – especially since cinemas
here only play Egyptian or American films – should be
celebrated.
We know that you’re writing the screenplay for the
remake of the classic film Anf w Thalath Oyoun, based
on the Ihsan Abdel Quddous novel, what can you tell us
about it?
Ihsan Abdel Quddous opened my eyes to the world at the
age of 13, and surprisingly Anf w Thalath Oyoun was the first
novel I ever read. Ihsan is an expert in telling stories about
the relationship between a man and a woman, he was able
to anatomize it and dissect it. Through his literature, I was
able to peak into a secret world I knew nothing about.
I have a very deep emotional connection with Anf w Thalath
Oyoun, the characters are very rich emotionally and the
story takes place in the 60s, so I have to take all that and
transform it into our modern world, kind of like what I did
with La Totfee El Shams. When Khaled El Sawy approached
me about making it into a series or a film, I didn’t mind
working on something that has been done before, because
every piece of literature can be completely different than
the other even if the basis of the story is the same.
What’s your favorite book?
I read all of Ihsan Abdel Quddous’s work and I love it all.
I also love The Unbearable Lightness of Being and One
Hundred Years of Solitude. I feel that European and South
American literature are very advanced and daring.
What are you currently working on?
I’m currently working on a novel called Shellet LeBon. Seven
childhood friends meet every year on New Year’s Eve to
play poker at their friend’s apartment in the LeBon building.
Now that they’re in their 40s and 50s they reflect on each
one’s journey and where life took them.
It’s a social romantic film based on the novel written by
Hisham Al-Khishen, and directed by Sandra Nashaat. It has
the kind of drama that I like working on because it involves
many characters.

Quickfire round:
Love or hate Valentine’s Day?
Hate. It’s very fake with all the stuffed bears, flowers and
hearts. And we don’t have to love each other on February
14th, we should love each other every day.
Have a fun-packed day or get a gift you’ve been
wanting for a while?
Fun packed day.
Would you get your loved ones a box of chocolates or
flowers?
Flowers.
Stay in or go out?
Go out.
Go on a weekend getaway or spend it here with your
whole family?
Travel.
Get a gift or get someone a gift?
Get a gift for sure.

INTERVIEW

Egyptian Actress & Writer

Egyptian actress and writer Rosaline Elbay who
came to international fame as Amani on the Hulu/
A424 series, Ramy, is also known for her debut role
as Sara on the acclaimed MBC Masr series Qabeel.
The one-time archaeologist, now rising screen
star sat down for a virtual one-on-one with us to
talk all things acting and activism.

CW: Can you tell us how you
landed the role of Amani in
the global hit series Ramy?
RE: They were doing some
of Ramy’s auditions in
Egypt, and I received a call
from someone on Jehane
Noujaim’s team; Jehane
had directed the tenth
episode of Ramy Season 1.
I was briefed on the series,
but with minimal detail. I
went to audition without
really knowing who Ramy is
or what the series is about.
I was surprised when Jehane
introduced me to Ramy, and
because I did not know who he
was at first, I greeted him and
just did the scene. It was super
fun, they told me to improvise
and see where it was
going to take me. During
the middle of the scene
I started to realize that
Ramy was not an assistant,
he was brilliant. I have
gotten used to not having an
emotional attachment to
auditions because you get rejected all the time. But after
this particular audition, I knew I wanted to be part of it. Two
days later, someone from the team called to tell me I had a
wardrobe rehearsal the next day. I thought I would get to
set tomorrow and find out it was all mistake, and that there
was another actress.
Do you see yourself at all in the character Amani?
Amani is a much cooler version of me, I wish I was as cool as
she is. I had honestly never gotten a character that speaks
to me that much. Acting in different countries and cultures,
I got used to having roles that speak to my Egyptian side
and some to my other side. With Amani, it was the first time
where I’d read a character that spoke to all of me. Ramy
likes to relate the characters to whoever is playing them,
so Amani has changed quite a bit since they first wrote her.
The fact that Amani is an archeologist was written because
I used to be an archeologist, so Ramy wanted her to be one
too. It is not that Amani and I are the same person or that
we’d make the same decisions, but I understand her and
would defend her till the day I die.
You have mentioned that Amani changed a lot, what
was your role in changing her and making the character
your own?
Ramy has such an amazing generosity in how he works
with his actors and how he shapes the characters around
them. He likes to make you comfortable and he likes it to
be truthful, so during the first season, the two episodes
we shot in Egypt it was only Ramy, Adel Kamal, a couple
of producers from A24 and I at the reading table. It was
intimate so we were able to change a lot, and as we got
to know each other better we would change things about
her (Amani). Most scenes would get rewritten one or two
days before filming, as we would make better decisions
about the characters and their relationship. There is always
a question from Ramy before doing a scene, he would even
call and ask, “Does this sound right? Would she say this?”
The more that I play her, and I am lucky to go back to her,
the more I become very attached. She gets a bit of me and I
also get a bit of her.
Is there something is specific you want to see Amani do
or become in Season 3?
We have always gotten a sense of who she is without Ramy
and I love that about her that she has her own life and
own priorities. I don’t think that the writer’s room has even
started for Season 3 but wherever the journey takes her, I
want more of that.
You are a writer too, how are your writing projects
moving along and do you have plans in writing for
Ramy, the series?
As all of the actors on Ramy, we feel like we are kind of
collaborating all the time so that has been lovely and I
already feel like I am kind of contributing in the writing
of the character. We love working together and we have
talked about other things maybe in the future whether on
Ramy or other stuff.
Do you have other international projects in the
pipeline?
Yes, but nothing that has been announced yet. I am excited
for this year because I am also going to focus on producing
and writing as well, which is very nice and nerve wracking.
There are a couple of things but with COVID things are a lot
slower and things keeps getting postponed and you have
to settle to a different rhythm. I am a “get things done right
now” kind of person, and I am learning patience.
Because of COVID a lot of things have shifted online and
became more interactive, have you thought of maybe
doing projects of that kind?
At the beginning, I actually judged a competition for the
Sawy Culture Wheel for short films made at home, and at
first that was sort of the focus and as things took longer
than we thought it would, projects that I didn’t have time
for before and were in the backburner, I now have all the
time for. So we are developing a few things, and one of
them is sort of COVID-safe and we could pull it off if we
started production while we’re still in semi-lockdown.
One of the things that I really loved out of all of this current
situation is that it became more normal to have meetings
and lectures online, but also theatre. A lot of theaters
started to put their plays online as sort of a “pandemic
thing,” then realized that it is a great module and millions of
people are watching their plays so they made it permanent.
Like the National Theatre, you can now go online get a
subscription and watch their whole catalogue.
You are very active on social media and outspoken on
women’s rights, are you concerned by the audience
reaction given the backlash public figures receive
speaking their minds?
The short answer is no. I have received so much advice
about this from people in my life, some very well meaning
and other not very well meaning, suggesting I should
just focus on acting. I do not understand people who
suggest we “stay in our lanes.” At the end of the day, we are
human beings and even if we chose certain careers, if we
are talking about issues that affect our or other people’s
safety or our right to have an equal shot at life, or any
sort of discrimination, why would I not have an opinion
about that? Further than that, if we were lucky enough
to have been given a platform for whatever reason, then
I personally, don’t know what else I would do with that
platform. Would I just be posting pictures of myself every
week? And I do not take pictures very often so people
would be disappointed.
How can we make the industry safer and more
accommodating to women?
Ultimately, it is representation, and I don’t only mean in
front of the camera, but behind the camera. Industries start
to change when the people who run them change. The
more female producers, directors and financiers you have,
the more these sets are going to start to naturally sort of
veer that way. In the meantime, people should speak up
more and I do not mean in terms of putting the pressure
on victims to speak-out if something happens to them. I
mean that if you are on set and see something that seems
inappropriate, and you are a co-star, especially if you are
a man or in a position of power, then it is up to you to
investigate, and make the person feel safe. It is going to
take a lot of work and we have a long way to go. There have
been changes in terms of conversation and the vocabulary
people use in terms of what is going on, but it also shows
how long we still have to go. Putting the pressure on the
group that is being victimized by all of this is completely
unfair, so male allies are so important.

Quick Fire round:

Actress that inspires you?
Micheala Cole
Pizza or burgers?

Burgers, I didn’t know that until you asked me
Sea or mountains?
Sea
Early riser or late night owl?
I am trying to convince myself that I am an early riser but I
am a late night owl.
Yoga or high intensity workouts?
Yoga
Song on repeat at the moment?
I haven’t been listening to music a lot, I just have Disney
movies on in the background while I am doing most things
at the moment. It is a mood that I am going through.
Favorite Disney movie?
For sentimental reasons, The Sword and the Stone.
More recently, Moana.

advertisement

Haileybury Cairo

The Best of British Education in Egypt
Principal of Haileybury
Cairo, Jane Knight, tells
us all we need to know
about this new educational
establishment.
Is this new school in
Cairo the first offshoot of
Haileybury in the UK?
Haileybury opened in the UK
almost 150 years ago, but
12 years ago we opened our
first international branch in
Kazakhstan. Haileybury Cairo
is the youngest member of the
family but it comes with a rich
heritage from the UK.
What prompted the decision
to open a new school in Egypt?
We are always looking for new opportunities to share our
mission and educational ethos. Egypt offered this and with
parents always looking for the very best British education for
their children and for one with a holistic curriculum it was the
right time for Haileybury to come to Cairo.

What ages does the curriculum cover?
Children have to be 3 years old by the end of August before
they can enter Foundation Stage 1. We will be having a Year
13 for students who are almost 18 years old.
Will the system be aligned with the British educational
system?
We are accredited by Cambridge International and the
British Council and we will be following the Cambridge
International’s Primary Curriculum for children from Year 1
upwards. However, our themes and topics are adapted to be
culturally suitable for Egyptian and international students as
well.
Which local and British qualifying examinations will be
covered within the curriculum?
We will be following the Cambridge International board
IGCSE examinations.

What can you tell us about the campus here in 6th of
October City in terms of design, layout, amenities and
sports facilities?
Our campus here is truly outstanding. We have an indoor
sports hall that is simply enormous. Upstairs there are three
additional spaces that can be used for gymnastics, drama,
karate, or training, one will be a gym. The outdoor facilities
include a full size football pitch, 5 courts, a 25-meter pool,
and currently under construction an Olympic size pool.
We also have well-resourced science laboratories, music and
art rooms and two libraries. Our wide, naturally lit corridors
are additional learning spaces as learning does not only
happen in a classroom.
We really hope that Haileybury Cairo becomes a hub for the
community so that everyone can use our facilities after school
hours. We also have a Theater that could be a great resource
for the local community.
How will you be covering classes and tuition under the
new Covid 19 social distancing restrictions?
We have already successfully opened 2 schools in Kazakhstan
following protocols for Covid 19. We are constantly looking
at the best international standards and regulations and
updating our protocols in line. We are confident that we will
be able to open in September 2021 following any guidelines
set by the Egyptian government.
What do you consider to be Haileybury’s outstanding
points, in terms of ethos and educational approach?
Haileybury is a holistic school, which means that academics
are important but so is the focus on the development of
the child. Every child is unique so we make sure that our
curriculum is rich and broad enough to allow children the
chance to excel in their own gifts, talents and desires.
We also provide a huge range of activities after school called
CCAs (Core Curricular Activities) allowing children to
explore different areas of learning. Our CCAs are optional,
however we would expect children to participate in some of
those because they are enrichment activities.
Although children spend a lot of time at school it is important
to remember that you, the parent, are still the primary
educator in your child’s life. That is why it is vital that you
are involved in your child’s learning journey. At Haileybury
Cairo, we work alongside our parents as Partners in Learning
to make sure that you are fully aware of what and how your
child is learning, their achievements and their progress
through Parent Teacher Conferences, termly target reports,
Open Mornings, Celebrations of Learning and other special
events.
We expect our parents to be an active part of the Haileybury
community and our Haileybury Parents Association is a great
way for parents to get together and support each other as
well as the school. Our weekly Coffee Mornings are parent
workshops so you can have a deeper understanding of what
and how we teach, because learning in the 21st century
classroom might be a bit different from your memory of
school!
Speech therapists and occupational therapists will come in
and work with children who need any additional help. To
make sure that all barriers to learning are removed so every
child can achieve their potential.
At Haileybury Cairo, we have Arabic Language lessons for
all our children, even in FS1. All children also have other
specialist lessons such as music, swimming, sports and art as
part of their curriculum.

What percentage of the teachers are expatriate native
English speakers?
All of our class teachers are UK trained and qualified and
native English speakers. Assistant teachers are fluent in both
Arabic and English and are also fully qualified teachers.
How do you support children who need additional help?
Our Learning Support team will support children in class and
through individual learning programmes and, when needed,
work with additional specialists such as speech therapists
and occupational therapists to make sure that all barriers
to learning are removed. We are fully inclusive and able to
support a range of special needs.
When are your Open Days?
Every Wednesday at 10am. I will give you a tour of the
campus and share more of who we are and why Haileybury is
the right choice for you.
When do you expect the school to be fully operational?
We will be opening September 2021
How can applications be submitted?
Fill out an application through our website or call us and we
will happily guide you through the process.

Tel.: 0120 455 5559
admissions@haileyburycairo.com
www.haileyburycairo.com
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Draped Satin
Blouse H&M

Stainless Steel
Analogue Watch GUESS

Satin-Finish Midi Skirt - ZARA

Long Split
Detail Dress
- GUESS

The Leaf
Gold - MII
Sabrina Heeled Sandal BCBGMAXAZRIA

Date
Bodycon Dress - H&M

Silky Smooth
We all know Valentine’s
Day is all about passion,
fantasy, affection and
softness… And what
could be ever softer than
a silky dream!? Silk speaks
feminine, sexy, seductive,
and romantic.

Colored Round
Earring - FEMI9

Bowie Stretch Bootie BCBGMAXAZRIA

Heart-Shaped
Shoulder Bag - H&M
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Wynter Low
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Pleated Skirt H&M

SWEETLY SENSUAL
We surely got you covered
not only on your date out,
but also on your night in!
Amp up your femininity
with perfume to set the
mood.

Tease EDP - VICTORIA’S
SECRET

Olympea PACO RABANNE

Scandal JEAN PAUL GAULTIER

Good Girl - CAROLINA
HERRERA

FA S H I O N
Gotta Dress To Impress!
We know Valentine’s Day isn’t for every man; but if your
woman chooses to spend the night out, you got to dress
to impress. Whether you’re the street style type, or the alldressed-up type, we have something for you from head
to toe! We wouldn’t even miss pairing your outfit with the
perfect cologne; man- what a lady magnet it is!

Slim Fit Check Italian Wool Trousers - CONCRETE

Mercerised-Cotton
Sweater with Paris
Saint-Germain FC Logo
- BOSS

Wash Bag CONCRETE

Genuine Leather Shoes - CONCRETE

Quilted Bomber
Jacket - BERSHKA

Printed Jersey Top - H&M

Regular-Fit Stretch Dark Blue Jeans - HUGO BOSS

Euphoria Men EDT CALVIN KLEIN

Air Max 270 - NIKE

Hybrid Down Jacket with
Water-Repellent Finish - BOSS

Billie Eilish x Bershka
Diamanté T-shirt - BERSHKA

Original Sweatpants - GANT
One - CALVIN KLEIN

Italian-Made Low-Profile Trainers
in Mixed Leathers - BOSS
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The Eyes Have It
As you know, the eyes are the window to the soul, so keep
them looking at their sparkling best with a careful beauty
routine. Here we go with our pick of products to try.

HOME & GARDEN

A Natural Life
It’s indisputable. We are spending much more time at
home these days. So it should hardly come as a surprise
that home design is seeing a major swerve towards
bringing the beauty of nature into our living spaces.
Biomimicry sees us using plants and wildlife across every
facet of our interiors, and the ongoing trend towards
sustainable and natural materials in our furniture and
home accessories is as strong as ever. Embrace the
change!

Motif Fabrics and Wallpapers
Natural look wallpaper with fabrics for
curtains & upholstery
motifeg

motif.eg

Butterflies - CARAVANSERAI

Driftwood Chandelier NINA FOUND HOME

Cushions - IKEA
Wildflower Duvet Cover - ZARA HOME

Drum Side Table NINA FOUND HOME

Foliage Wallpaper - TAREK SALLAB

Tiger Bedlinen Set - IKEA

Tree Hanger - NINA FOUND HOME

Animal Print Bedlinen Set - IKEA

Pure Cotton Bedlinen TABARAK LINENS EGYPT

Round Khoos
Rug and Baskets
- NINA FOUND
HOME

SPOTLIGHT

Design with BIM

Explained by CAD MASTERS

Taher Saied - CAD MASTERS CEO

Architectural and interior design is the crucible in which
we practice all our daily activities. The more design is
compatible with our needs and harmonizes with our
natures in a thoughtful manner, the better it helps us carry
out our day to the fullest.
In an age of constantly changing data, designers rely on
modern technologies to aid in simulating reality, which
helps test design innovations, ensures meeting client
requirements and communicates ideas to clients.
Also, these technologies allow designers to accurately
calculate the expected costs and duration of the project,
which helps all stakeholders develop a clear time and
economic plan and control the project’s cash flows.
In the beginning, designers used CAD (computer aided
design) technology, which has now been replaced by BIM
(building information modeling).
Through BIM, we are able to fully coordinate between all
designers across various disciplines under one project:
architectural, interior, electrical, air conditioning, lighting,
landscape etc. This gives the client a comprehensive idea of
all project details before starting the construction stage.
This coordination between all disciplines through BIM has
made us simply able to reduce project costs to the least
possible extent by studying different design alternatives
and also by avoiding errors in implementation that can
accumulate cost.
One of the most distinctive features of BIM technology is
its applicability to all types and sizes of projects, whether
residential, commercial or industrial.

For more than 13 years, CAD MASTERS has taken it upon
itself to spread the latest technologies in the field of
construction, design and interior in Egypt and the Arab
world. As an authorized partner of major international
companies producing and developing engineering
programs and software such as Autodesk, Bentley, Tekla
and Rhinoceros, CAD MASTERS trained more than forty
thousand engineers in all disciplines. It has also trained
major companies in Egypt, whether they are developers,
consultants, designers or contractors.
This training contributed to the development of business in
mega projects in Egypt, such as the Administrative Capital,
compounds, roads network, power stations and other
projects. It is an honor to see our mark now on all projects
in Egypt.
Because of our belief in our role in society, CAD MASTERS
undertook educational initiatives with many Egyptian
universities in several governorates, teaching students the
latest technologies and software in the field of design and
construction.
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Clarity Jewelry

clarityjewelry

GIFT GUIDE

Make it a sparkling Valentine’s Day with
exquisitely crafted jewelry featuring
rubies and diamonds set in 18k gold CLARITY JEWELRY

Italian bracelets in 18k
gold and ring with semiprecious stones set in
handmade Egyptian gold
- OROFINE JEWELRY
orojewels
orofinejewels

Pendant, earrings and ring in 18k gold with
opal, amethyst, peridot, blue topaz and pink
garnet - MIMZO JEWELRY
01286722223
shahnas70

mimzojewellery

www.mimzojewellery.com

Your Valentine’s
essential. The Noir
KARMELL Boots and
Bag Set - NOON
ESSENTIALS
Noon.footwear.designs

Noon.essentials

Rose and Lavender
Aromatherapy Sprays AREEJ AROMATHERAPY
Areej Aromatherapy
areej_aromatherapy
www.areejaromatherapy.com

Valentines is for pampering and relaxing at BREATHE Salon
& Spa. Pamper your loved ones with a relaxing massage,
a reviving facial, a Moroccan bath or any of the salon and
nail spa services. You can get beautiful gift cards for your
Valentine!
Breathespaeg
01033341144 – 01033341155
www.breathespas.com
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Fossil FS4735IE
Genuine Leather
White Dial Round
Analog Watch SOUQ

Man Blue Spirit - ZARA
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Cotton T-shirt with Year of
the Ox artwork-HUGO BOSS
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Awan El Ward
Sheikh Zayed
@AwanElWardofficial
0115 933 3344
Beit Mariam- The Florist
Maadi
@Beit Mariam The Florist
0100 324 0018
Box of Roses
Heliopolis
@boxofrosesegypt
02 2291 4800 - 0100 700 2510
Dina Iskander
Dokki
@Dina Iskander | Event & Wedding
Planner
0122 775 5749
Fleurtation Flowers
Dokki
@fleurtation.eg
0106 848 2217
Flower Power
Mohandessin
@FlowerPowerEG
0127 770 5777
Hope Flowers
Heliopolis
@hopeflowerscairo
02 24144840 - 0122 558 8000

Lotus Flowers
Zamalek
@Lotus flowers
0114 025 6660
Rousique
Heliopolis
@RousiqueEgypt
www.rousique.com
Royal Flowers
F: @ RoyalFlowers.eg
0111 009 1010
Sally Helmy
5th Settlement
@sallyhelmyfleuriste
0127 706 0790
www.sallyhelmy.com
Salah El Din Flowers
El Manial
@Salah ElDin Flowers
02 23622610
Zinnia Flower Factory
Sheikh Zayed
@Wedding & Event Planner Zinnia
0109 840 0303
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Spreading
Love this
Valentine’s to
our Community

Valentine’s Day is not just about
romantic hearts and flowers. Love for
our community is every bit as important.
If you want to make our world a little
brighter and better, consider these ways
to add some happiness with a simple
gesture of kindness.
Egyptian Society of Mercy to Animals
ESMA is an NGO that focuses its efforts on
providing a suitable shelter for animals in need
ranging from typical street dogs and cats to labor
animals like horses, donkeys, and even animals
in the Cairo Zoo. ESMA also arranges adoption
programs that help animals find homes whether
inside of Egypt or internationally, and educates
people about animal welfare through its various
awareness campaigns.
People can help by adopting the animals or
donating through a number of different ways
mentioned on their official website!
Egyptian Food Bank
EFB is an NPO that specializes in dealing with the
hunger issues that exist in Egypt and battles them
with awareness programs, while providing food to
those in need.
People can help by generously donating to any of
EFB’s programs including feeding, development,
relief, and awareness programs.
57357 - Children’s Cancer Hospital Egypt
The renowned Egyptian hospital takes pride in
tending to patients suffering different types of
cancer and brightening up their lives with the
proper care, love, and treatment.
People can donate in numerous ways or volunteer
their time to engage the kids in fun activities
like yoga and aerobic activities to drawing and
painting.
Resala
Resala, a charity organization that carries out
various initiatives for those less fortunate,
including special needs children, adults suffering
from addiction.
People can support this great cause through giving
some of their time, resources, or even blood to
help those in desperate need.
Mashrou ElSaada
An NGO that supports a special kind of cause that
targets underprivileged people and motivates
them through color therapy, and help them get off
the streets through their programs.
People can help by donating through Vodafone
Cash or by calling one of the numbers to arrange a
place to meet with a representative and donate.

WELLBEING

Dr. Josette Abdalla

A Look at Our Relationships
in A Time of Social Isolation
New rules, new circumstances, but still the
eternal need for love, company and reassurance.
Dr. Josette Abdalla weighs in on how we can cope.
CW: Dr. Josette, have you seen an increase in people
seeking relationship counselling since the onset of
Covid 19?
JA: Yes. The number of people from different ages and
social backgrounds has increased since the onset of Covid
19. The surge began early in the summer, continued
throughout the summer (even though the lockdown was
discontinued), but surfaced once again significantly during
the last two months.
How damaging is the lack of physical contact and
proximity to our friends and family?
Lack of physical contact and proximity with friends and
relatives affects people in varying degrees. The impact is
less on children who had issues socializing and interacting
with people, or did not have strong social skills to begin
with. The impact is also less on adults who tend to be selfsufficient, and were always consumed with work or solitary
hobbies.
Enforced distancing from people was likely more
detrimental to those who, prior to the pandemic, traveled a
lot, were socially outgoing, strongly attached to people in a
physical way, in need of physical warmth and interaction, or
engaged in out-of-home hobbies, activities or pastimes.
How does anxiety about Covid 19 affect marital
harmony?
Marital harmony, of course, came top of the list in the
consequences of the lockdown. Prior to Covid 19, couples
had normal “me” time. For both partners, each had
individual occupations that they were able to carry out
without having to be in forced close confinement for long
periods of time. The pre-Covid 19 normal life patterns
allowed for individuality and companionship and some
form of privacy.
What issues are uppermost in people’s minds?
Among the issues uppermost in people’s minds are the
unusual and previously inexperienced stressors that
appeared due to the pandemic. Issues like financial
challenges, close confinement with a negative and/or
demanding partner, having no valid or normalized outlet or
relief, the extra burden of having to adjust to working-fromhome conditions, having to entertain children at home
24/7, in addition to home schooling. Many people suffered
from not having any control, possibly losing simple things
that one previously took for granted, not knowing or being
able to plan for the future, and the greater exposure to
illness. Issues of death and after-life also appeared.

What can we do to compensate for a lack of social
togetherness?
Highly accessible online communication and video
conferencing apps help, while they can’t t ever replace
interactions in-person, their presence has been beneficial
and timely. People can now see one another and engage
for lengthy periods of time over a screen (mobile or laptop)
without having to be physically present. They also have
entertaining activities that substitute hobbies, or games,
and even sports. Therefore, resorting to these applications
in a well-thought-out way can to a certain extent
compensate for social isolation.
Developing a certain routine at home, that is different from
the one in the past, but that takes into consideration the
particular challenges of the current situation needs to be
thought of and implemented. How to plan participation in
home-bound responsibilities, entertainment, exposure to
media, interactive family activities, and at the same time,
some form of personal privacy.
Does the deprivation of affection and contact affect
children more than other age groups?
Affection is not necessarily affected by the pandemic. That
is, providing parents give children the support, physical
as well as moral. The emotional aspect that is usually
complemented by extended family members, relatives
and friends, cannot really be replaced. Parents need to be
mature, calm, aware of the basic needs their children have,
and should try to maintain an appropriate balance between
requirements and fulfillment of these needs.
What does affect children, in particular, is the physically
interactive aspect that can only be achieved through
engagement with other children. Also, if parents are
uptight, stressed out, angry, short with their children,
frustrated by own or other issues, or have other negative
reactions, the children will be clearly be affected. They may
express their own apprehensions, worries or unhappiness
in different ways. Some are externalized, such as anger,
aggression, or frustration. Others are internalized, and
include withdrawal, anxiety, bed wetting at night or crying.
How can parents and other family members reassure
children of their love and explain why they need to
distance?
Reassurance through words is part (but not all) of the ways
in which children can be comforted. Established well-set
and predictable routines that cater to the age-appropriate
developmental needs of their children, clarification of
specific responsibilities, individual and family forms
of entertainment, clear boundaries, firm rules, and a
supportive attitude are required. Validating their children’s
fears and apprehensions is necessary, providing parents do
not feed into their anxieties and fears. Among the issues
that often surface are issues related to death, illness, or
disappearance of family members. Answers to these issues
have to be simple, direct, truthful, but relevant to their
age level and not over or under detailed. Limiting time
for related discussions (if they are constantly repeated),
engaging them in finding options/solutions, writing
thoughts or ideas in a diary, are among the numerous
options.
What steps should people take to maintain warmth and
express love and affection without putting others at
risk?
Using logic and common sense are the best ways. It is
important to realize that the precautionary measures are
of paramount importance to everyone. Although this
pandemic has no real catalogue, the best one can do is to
ensure that the safety measures outlined are practiced.
Following these precautions for the sake of avoiding
contagion and not because of penalties is basic. There are
many other different ways to maintain warmth and express
love that do not necessarily involve physical proximity.
Being grateful and accepting these temporary conditions
can help change one’s mindset, and can help us find ways
to cope with the challenges. Love, affection, and warmth
will subsequently come naturally and spontaneously.
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Your New Born
Part Two
From 7 – 12 months
By Tabibi

Continuing from our overview of your baby’s first six
months, which we are sure you navigated with ease,
we now take a look at what to expect as your little
one grows and develops.
Seven months
At seven months, your baby should be able to sit without
support. You might notice that he or she will start crawling;
even though this differs from child to child, you will see that
your baby is becoming more physically active. This means
that you have to start taking measures in baby-proofing
your household. Around this age, some children begin
to develop baby teeth, which can be painful and lead to
crying.
Eight months
Eight months is a fascinating age. Your baby will start
holding objects more and even begin putting items into
their mouths. Keep an eye on them to prevent anything
from getting stuck in their throats. You might notice that
separation anxiety develops at this age, and your baby
might become skeptical of new people or other children.
Nine months
As we approach nine months, you can start seeing your
child trying to stand up and even stay up as long as they
can support themselves. Development will start speeding
up now, so make sure you secure any staircase, or any other
objects that might be dangerous. Their language skills start
improving, and they often understand the emphasis in
your voice. It is wise to try to maintain routines for food and
sleep during this period.
Ten months
From here, you will start to see your baby’s communication
develop faster. At the age of 10 months, most kids can
understand words such as “yes” and “no”; they might even
be able to imitate you. You can even start playing some
communication games with your baby, such as “Where is
this toy?” or “Where is the table.” Your baby might surprise
by pointing at those items. Some babies can even start to
learn to walk during this period.
Eleven months
We are almost a year old by now! Some babies are now able
to stand on their own for a few seconds at a time. Overall
you will see their motor skills developing more and more.
Also, colors become more attractive, so feel free to read
different books together.
Twelve months
Happy birthday one-year-old! Some babies can walk
without support, and their motor skills will develop at a
faster pace. As a result, you will find that playing sessions
are more fun and energetic. You even get to hear your first
“mom” or “dad” coming out of their mouths.
You can contact Tabibi with any questions concerning
you or your child’s health
and development. Our team
of doctors and nurses can
accurately address your needs
after a thorough assessment. As
always, we have top, experienced
pediatricians who consider your
and your baby’s health as their
top priority.
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epigenetics
explained

How Lifestyle Can Change Your
Genetic Labels
Mention Epigenetics and you will probably
encounter a few puzzled expressions. A subject
that has been around for quite a while, it is
now finally getting the recognition it deserves,
so expect to be hearing more about this lifechanging science. Certified Epigenetic Precision
Performance Coach Tabea Badr brought us up to
date in a recent chat.

Epigenetics
“ Above the genes”
Methyl Group
DNA

Chromatin

Epigenetic
Factor
Histone

Histone Tails
Chromosome

CW: Tabea, In a nutshell, what is epigenetics, and how
does it differ from genetics?
Imagine genetics being the hardware or computer of
the human system, however the software, in this case
epigenetics, is needed to activate and run the program
on the computer. The understanding of DNA is just
the beginning. The complex DNA orchestration and
expressions are mind blowing properties. This orchestration
is a field of study called Epigenetics and may very well be
the most important scientific discovery of our generation.
What we have known for decades is that all of the cells in
our body have the same genetic information, the same
book of instructions, if you like. But they can have very
different functions. Not all of the genes are used in all
of the cells at the same time, but rather just a select few
and this is enabled by marks called epigenetic marks.
Just like in any language we have spaces between words,
full stops, exclamation and question marks at the end of
the sentences. In a genome (the whole of our hereditary
information encoded in DNA) these epigenetic marks
act like punctuations and really allow the cell to read the
information that’s there and interpret how it should be
read. Should it be read out loud and a lot and therefore
have an exclamation mark? Or should it be switched off,
silenced and covered with full stops. Essentially this is what
Epigenetics is all about.
Can epigenetics change your DNA?
An extreme example of Epigenetics is the butterfly. During
metamorphosis, the larva changes to a butterfly, totally
different from the larva in appearance and metabolism
and yet it happens very quickly. The cell divisions act
in unison with all the cells to regulate gene expression,
producing what LOOKS like a totally different creature,
though the DNA remains fixed. DNA provides the genes
and Epigenetics decides which genes are expressed and
to what level. Or consider the honey bee, all the bees in
the hives are genetically identical, yet all of them become
workers except one special bee which becomes the queen.
How does she do it? Through diet and lifestyle. From the
time the bee is a baby bee she is fed a special diet and
grows in a special comb, that is all it takes for her to grow
into bee royalty. This special environment is potent enough
to change the bee’s epigenetic make-up, changing not the
DNA code as such, but its expression.
What factors can affect your epigenetics structure?
What fascinated me most about epigenetics is the fact
that our bodies are able to produce different outcomes
depending on our environmental inputs, therefor
controlling the mechanisms of disease, prevention, the
factors to reverse chronic disease and the pace of aging. I
was taken by nature’s perfection of putting the control over
our inherited genome in our own hand, empowering us to
be in the driver’s seat of our lives and health. There are less
than three percent of genes that are fully penetrable, as
what we call mutations, the rest are variants we all have to
make us unique. That leaves us the power to self-regulate
the body through sleep, stress management, movement,
awareness of emotions, nutrition, hormone optimization,
biological rhythms and alignment of our soul’s purpose.
Does diet play a role?
Yes, diet is a big part of it, but if we address the body
through a lens of full human optimization, looking into
a system’s approach of what is going well versus what is
going wrong, we can optimize and enhance the human
system throughout all areas like nutrition, supplementation,
sleep, environmental health and detoxification, athletic
performance and hormonal balance. Like little antennae
reaching out picking up on everything happening around
us, our immediate external and internal environments
are constantly monitored by our body’s intelligence and
without understanding the holistic implications, optimal
levels of health cannot be achieved. Food is more than
just nourishing our body, food is information and function
with molecules working on the cellular level, changing the
expression of our genes. Nutrigenetics is the term used
when we optimize our nutritional intake in accordance
with our genetic blueprint. We can modify our diet to
accommodate our genes and eat for our gene type, taking
into consideration macronutrients like carbohydrate/
fat/protein, appetite and satiety, grain, gluten and dairy
sensitivities, sugar addictions and insulin resistance to
optimize our system.

Are epigenetic factors hereditary?
There is now enough evidence to say trans-generational
responses exist in humans and countless studies show
how epigenetic hereditary factors can affect us. Like
couples who were exposed to a famine period before they
conceived, which led to increased mental and metabolic
disorders and altered glucose tolerance in their offspring
leading to increased diabetes, obesity and cardiovascular
disease, with those traits also more common in their
grandchildren. No such defects were detected when
children of the same parents were conceived in periods of
no famine or when the pregnancy was already manifested
in a later stage, leaving as to think that the most sensitive
periods to environmental changes on our genes are
during fertilization and embryonic development. Some
scientists argue that it makes evolutionary sense for our
bodies to send signals about the environment across
generations. If a baby is being conceived in a world of
famine, then its chances of survival will be increased if its
body can be ‘prepared‘ before birth. Many more studies
show grandparental effects, sex specific, like a paternal
grandfather’s excessive food supply linked to a grandson’s
mortality (diabetes, heart condition) or a grandmother’s
effects of smoking that can be passed through the 1st
generation mother to the 2nd generation baby in her womb
and be inherited by the ovaries of the 3rd generation baby
in the womb and cause asthma. The eggs and sperm are
already arriving with a gene expression pattern determined
by ancestral exposure.
Does the environment you are raised in have an
influence?
Absolutely! Studies on identical twins had a profound
impact on understanding where natures vs. nurture merge
to create the on-going expression of you. Imagine you
had a secret identical twin, raised by another family that
makes different choices than you do growing up. Your twin
smokes, has a stressful job, loves sugar and has a sedentary
lifestyle in front of the TV. You on the other hand love to
run, eat organic food from your garden and meditate. These
lifestyle choices modify your gene expression and create
your first known epigenome, by creating epigenetic tags
that sit on top of your genes. In your imaginary twin’s tags
it would say smoker, overweight, high cholesterol etc. In
contrast, your tags would read smoke-free, healthy weight,
great sleep, and calm nervous system and so on. In other
words, who you are is dependent not just on the genes you
were born with but how those genes interface with your
environment and how your environment influences how
your genes express.
How can the science of epigenetics be used in today’s
health treatments?
Genetic analysis (DNA tests) are never absolutes, but rather
propensities, making it crucial to understand the epigenetic
machinery throughout a systemic approach, connecting all
the dots of genetic variants that can be optimized through
lifestyle changes, with high end supplementation, peptides,
stress management, hormonal optimization, exercise and
cognitive enhancement because they control our genetic
code or unique blueprint. Imagine certain things are
written in pen that cannot be changed, like eye color, hair
type or height, that’s in your genes. Things written in pencil
can be changed, like weight, mindset, energy and health,
that is Epigenetics. Labeled as mutations, these genetic
variations or SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphism)
are existing in different forms of the same gene in the
population, and can be viewed as a typo in copying
your genes but they are not to be judged good or bad,
they just make you unique and who you are. Epigenetic
coaching is the medicine of the future, to maximize human
performance and the genetic potential we all have.
Can epigenetic factors cause certain diseases and
health conditions?
Any known chronic disease today is triggered by changes
to the epigenome, the layer on top and around the
genes. Available evidence suggests, with chronic cellular
inflammation being the root cause of all disease, that
advanced knowledge of these inheritable changes to gene
expression are independent of changes to DNA. The three
main burdensome diseases globally, cardiovascular disease,
diabetes and Alzheimers are very predictable and can be
prevented through an optimized way of life. By upgrading
the human experience, leveraging genetics, epigenetic
lifestyle components and client specific goals, the path to
human performance can be taken to a whole new level.
How does our body tap into epigenetics in times of
stress?
Stress is a huge epigenetic modifier, inducing persistent
functional changes in the main epigenetic outcome,
leading to active DNA expression, priming to downstream
health effects. Therefore cells are continually challenged
by stress and a swift response can mean the difference
between health and illness. We have an epidemic of
stress-related illnesses today and as it’s impossible to
live without stress, it is essential to learn how to cope
with it. Knowing that you are in control of your life is the
foundation of managing stress. Genetic variants, including
methylation status, can predispose us to a better or worse
stress response, and through epigenetic coaching we
address the brain, or amygdala, in combination with certain
supplementation to optimize more normal stress resilience,
making you anti -fragile and the warrior you deserve to be.

HOROSCOPES

Love Stars 2021
We have never needed it more. A tender smile, a heartfelt
gesture, a gentle caress. How important is love to you this
year, and how is it likely to manifest?
P.S. Don’t forget to read your rising sign as well if you know
it.
February Birthdays: 2nd February – Shakira (singer), 3rd
February – Rebel Wilson (actress), 5th February – Michael
Sheen (actor), 7th February – Chris Rock (actor), 9th February
- Tom Hiddleston (actor), 10th February– Chloe Grace Moretz
(actress), 11th February – Jennifer Aniston (actress), 12th
February – Josh Brolin (actor), 18th February – John Travolta
(actor), 20th February –Rihanna ( singer), 22nd – Drew
Barrymore (actress).
Happy Birthday,

Aquarius:

Love - 2021 in a Nutshell:
Freedom or commitment?
As February kicks off you have a
veritable party of planets making
merry in your birth sign. Well,
Jupiter and Venus are likely to
give you a glow, and a dash of
romantic recklessness. Fortunately
Saturn is there too, giving a
stabilizing influence. This year will
be a pivotal year in many ways,
you reap the rewards for hard
work put in, and develop patience
to stay the course. Romantically
you may not want to be tied
down, and with Uranus in your
solar 4th house, domesticity just
isn’t as blissful as you hoped, you
could be feeling restless.

Aries:
Love - 2021 in a Nutshell: Reach out to friends
As one of the zodiac’s most ardent signs, you aren’t shy
about expressing your feelings. This year you may find
yourself looking beyond your closest relationships and
showing more affection towards friends and your peer
group. You may miss the camaraderie of prior times and
should look for ways to keep those important bonds.

Taurus:
Love - 2021 in a Nutshell: Don’t cage me in!
Your energies are more focused on looking at who you are,
as an individual, and how you fit into the greater world as
we enter 2021. Now is the time to make your mark, show
your worth and claim credit where due for the hard work
you have been putting in. Of course, there will be romantic
moments throughout the year, but first you must learn to
shine alone.

Gemini:
Love - 2021 in a Nutshell: Wanderlust sets in
No matter how much you love your home, the lack of
freedom to travel is probably driving you bonkers. Variety
is not only the spice of life; it is what feeds your soul
and imagination. Unattached Geminis are more likely
to fall for new love interests with a touch of the exotic
or philosophical. Anyone who is well travelled, with an
academic bent would suit you down to the ground.

Cancer:
Love - 2021 in a Nutshell: Explore the depths
After a period of relationship ups and downs you should
have reached a point of relative stability in your closest
tie. You need to feel emotionally and financially secure,
and anxiety can set in easily. Work towards building joint
finances, and in quieter moments reflect on the qualities
that make your relationships solid and rewarding.

Leo:
Love - 2021 in a Nutshell: Excitement, opportunity and
commitment
Oh, and did we mention a few added responsibilities as
well? February should be a month to make history, with a
powerhouse of planetary energy in your solar 7th house of
close relationships. There could be new attractions for the
unattached, and a new sense of belonging for those already
in a union. The rewards of a love bond also come with an
understanding to put the needs of your partner before your
own, at least some of the time!

Virgo:
Love - 2021 in a Nutshell: Yep, Virgo loves to work
Hate to break it to you, but this looks as though it could be
a real nose-to-the-grindstone sort of year. Did we just see
you smile? True, if anyone can handle work pressure, it has
to be Virgo. Any sort of relationship will take second place
to your other activities, so much so that you will have to
make an effort to keep in touch. Try to find a work/ leisure
balance, and set yourself reminders to call friends and loved
ones, occasionally.

Libra:
Love - 2021 in a Nutshell: Creative, joyful and abundant
With Jupiter and Saturn both sojourning in your solar 5th
house, the focus is on your creative energies, kids, sport,
and hobbies this year. For the single amongst you it could
usher in a new flirtatious period where new romantic
interests keep popping up unexpectedly. Families could
see new arrivals, a blessed combination of joy and sleepless
nights, and your older children may excel at an activity they
enjoy.

Scorpio:
Love - 2021 in a Nutshell: The fire of love shines brightly
at home
More than ever, your home base will be what sustains you
through challenging times this year. Make your family
members of all generations feel loved and treasured, you
will get it back in spades. It is a good year for working
on your home, or making plans for a new one. Get the
family involved in any upcycling or recycling, the shared
experience will reinforce your bond.

Sagittarius:
Love - 2021 in a Nutshell: It’s all about shared ideas and
experiences
Candid to a fault at times, your need to express yourself
freely is the key to the happiness in relationships. This year
is no different. Communication will be the make or break in
budding relationships, if there is no mental rapport it may
fizzle quickly. Your natural optimism is being tempered by
a new found wisdom; recent experiences are urging you to
be more realistic.

Capricorn:
Love - 2021 in a Nutshell: Show me the money, honey
Hey, just kidding! But let’s face it, you are practical in the
extreme, and securing a good income ranks high on your
list of priorities, this year as much as every year. If you are
in an established relationship things should tick along
reasonably smoothly, and if you are single you probably
won’t be spending too much valuable time on looking for
Mr. or Ms. Right. All in good time, when you have your first
few millions well secured.

Pisces:
Love - 2021 in a Nutshell: Togetherness, away from the
world
Soft-hearted creature that you are, the challenges of the
past year may have wreaked havoc with your love life. You
are tactile and affectionate by nature, and a lack of cuddles
can send you into a major depression. The best way to
combat this is to cozy up with your number one person,
stream all of your favorite series and movies, stock up on
delivery menus and close the mobile. Guaranteed bliss!

BOOK REVIEW

Meet the Author by
Rooted in the Body
Grasping the Arabic Language
Through Roots and Patterns
Lisa J. White was a Senior
Instructor of Arabic (2009–
2019) and former Executive
Director (1993–97) of CASA
(the Center for Arabic
Study Abroad) at the Arabic
Language Institute of the
American University in Cairo,
where she taught for over
thirty years. A morphology
and translation enthusiast, she
received the 1999 University of
Arkansas Translation Prize for
her translation of Mohammed
Afifi’s Little Songs in the Shade
of Tamaara (2000). Here, White gives us insight into her new
approach of learning Arabic, one that makes it easier for
non-Arabic speakers to derive meanings, retain vocabulary,
and understand the roots of words.
You said during an interview “Embodiment is the idea
that human experience–and therefore human thought–
is necessarily tied to the body. Without a body, we
die, and so bodies have a hard-wired power over our
thinking.” Is this recognition the initial driving force
behind Rooted in the Body?
The seed idea for this book was actually a discovery I made
while putting together a vocabulary worksheet for a higher
elementary Arabic class. Because roots and patterns are
essential tools for students of Arabic as a second language,
it makes good sense to introduce new vocabulary side-byside with its companion root.
You studied Arabic and have been teaching it now
for over three decades. How intimidating can Arabic
derivation and root attribution be for a student? Does
using Arabic metaphors help to explain some of the
language morphology and grammatical rules?
Arabic would be much more intimidating without its
ingenious derivative system. This system is what allows
students to make educated guesses about the meaning of
words and the semantic links between words that share
a root, or alternatively, that share a pattern. Without the
derivative system, learning Arabic as an adult would be a
true nightmare.
Which would be your favorite body metaphor if you had
to choose one?
It’s impossible to choose a favorite. But, coming from
English, one unexpected metaphor can be found in
vocabulary derived from al-qalb, one of Arabic’s terms
for the heart. English tends to associate the heart with
romance (heartfelt/ heartache/ heartsick/ heartbreak) and
health (hearty). Arabic, however, looks at al-qalb as an
organ in motion, one lacking in stability.
How advanced does the reader’s Arabic need to be in
order to benefit from this unique language learning
textbook?
My primary target audience is students of Arabic as a
second language at the intermediate level and beyond
who want to get a firm grasp of the language’s derivational
system, something which greatly facilitates vocabulary
acquisition and retention. This book allows students to pick
and choose, smorgasbord style, and go at their own pace.
When and how did you fall in love with Arabic?
By the time I had reached my senior year in college, I
had studied a little bit of a lot of languages. But when I
dipped my toe into Arabic waters, I could tell that this
language was one I really wanted to pursue. At first, I
loved its mysterious ‘otherness’ and was very intrigued
by its morphology—those amazingly systematic roots
and patterns. But I was also curious about Arab peoples,
and wanted to learn more about a region I knew next to
nothing about.

BOOK REVIEW

Great Reads to Keep You
Cozy on Your Couch this
Valentine by
Manifesto for a Moral Revolution:
Practices to Build a Better World
By Jacqueline Novogratz
It isn’t easy to reach success that is
profitable and that includes mutually
favorable relationships with workers
and the communities in which they
live. So how can today’s leaders, who
often kick off their enterprises with
high hopes and short timetables,
navigate the challenges of poverty
and war, of egos and impatience, which have stymied
generations of investors who came before?
Drawing on inspiring stories from change-makers around
the world and on memories of her own most difficult
experiences, Jacqueline divulges the most common
leadership mistakes and the mindsets needed to rise above
them.
What the Wind Knows
By Amy Harmon
Anne Gallagher grew up enchanted
by her grandfather’s stories of Ireland.
Heartbroken at his death, she travels
to his childhood home to spread
his ashes. There, overcome with
memories of the man she adored
and consumed by a history she never
knew, she is pulled into another time.
The Ireland of 1921, teetering on
the edge of war, is a dangerous place in which to awaken.
But there Anne finds herself, hurt, disoriented, and under
the care of Dr. Thomas Smith, guardian to a young boy
who is oddly familiar. Mistaken for the boy’s long-missing
mother, Anne adopts her identity, convinced the woman’s
disappearance is connected to her own.
The Knowing Heart - A Sufi Path of
Transformation
By Kabir Helminski
As human beings we stand on the
threshold between two realities: the
world of material existence and the
world of spiritual Being. The “knowing
heart” is the sacred place where
these two dimensions meet and are
integrated.
In Sufi teaching, the human heart is
not a fanciful metaphor but an objective organ of intuition
and perception. It is able to perceive all that is beautiful,
lovely, and meaningful in life—and to reflect these spiritual
qualities in the world, for the benefit of others. Every human
heart has the capacity and the destiny to bring that world
of divine reality into this world of appearances.
The Map of Love
By Ahdaf Soueif
Here is an extraordinary crosscultural love story that unfurls
across Egypt, England, and the
United States over the course of a
century. Isabel Parkman, a divorced
American journalist, has fallen in love
with a gifted and difficult EgyptianAmerican conductor. Shadowing her
romance is the courtship of her greatgrandparents Anna and Sharif nearly one hundred years
before.
Emotional Wellness: Transforming
Fear, Anger, and Jealousy into
Creative Energy
By Osho
Osho, one of the most provocative
and inspiring spiritual teachers of our
time, provides here a practical and
comprehensive approach to dealing
with our emotions through his
book. Emotional Wellness leads us to
understand the roots of our emotions,
to react to situations in a way that can teach us more about
ourselves and others, and to respond to life’s inevitable ups
and downs with far greater confidence and equilibrium.

Movies
Minamata
New York, 1971. Following his
celebrated days as one of the
most revered photojournalists
of World War II, W. Eugene Smith
(Johnny Depp) has become
a recluse, disconnected from
society and his career. But
a secret commission from
Life magazine editor Robert
Hayes (Bill Nighy) sends him
to the Japanese coastal city
of Minamata, which has been
ravaged by mercury poisoning;
the result of decades of gross
industrial negligence by the country’s Chisso Corporation.
There, Smith immerses himself in the community,
documenting their efforts to live with Minamata disease
and their passionate campaign to achieve recognition from
Chisso and the Japanese government. Armed with only his
trusted camera, Smith’s images from the toxic village give
the disaster a heartbreaking human dimension, and his
initial assignment turns into a life-changing experience.

French Exit
An aging Manhattan socialite
living on what’s barely left of
her inheritance moves to a small
apartment in Paris with her son
and cat.

The Mauritanian
A detainee at the U.S military’s
Guantanamo Bay detention
center is held without charges
for over a decade and seeks
help from a defense attorney for
his release.

TV SHOWS
The Investigation
In close cooperation with Ingrid
and Joachim Wall, Head of
Homicide Jens Møller and Chief
Prosecutor Jakob Buch-Jepsen,
Tobias Lindholm has created an
authentic, nerve-racking and
deeply touching series about
the challenging and crucial
work done by police officers,
divers, Swedish cadaver dogs,
marine scientists and volunteers
to solve the killing of Swedish
journalist Kim Wall. It is about
the substantial and complicated
task subsequently faced by the prosecution to convict the
perpetrator.

Firefly Lane
The story of Tully and Kate,
two unlikely friends from
their meeting as tweens in
1974 to the present. Kate, the
introvert, and Tully, the coolest
girl in school, form a bond
that weathers every milestone
in their lives, leading up to a
tragedy in the present.

Superman and Lois
Follow the world’s most
famous super hero and comic
books’ most famous journalist
as they deal with all the stress,
pressures, and complexities
that come with being working
parents in today’s society.

Where To Go, What To Do, What’s New
and Upcoming Events on the West Side

art galleries

ARCADE Gallery

Encounters

Exhibition Date: Until 19th February 2021

Address: 25 Orabi St., off Port Said,
Maadi

S A FA R K H A N

Gallery

Fields of Heaven

Exhibition Date: Until 18th February 2021

Address: 6, Brazil St., Zamalek

p i cass o G a l l e r y

Farid Fadel & Elham Saadallah

Exhibition Date: Until 10th of February

Address: 30 Hassan Assem St. of Brazil St.
Zamalek

C L E G A r t G aller y

Exhibition Name: Somewhere In Time
Exhibition Date: Until 15th February 2021
Exhibition Name: Egyptian Expressions
Exhibition Date: 1st to 28th February

Address: Villa CLEG, 118 Diplomatic District, Sheikh Zayed

A lkah i la A r t G aller y

Exhibition Name: Azama Ala Azama
Exhibition Date: 8th - 18th of February
Address:19 Ismail Mohamed Street Jadda Towers
5th Floor- Zamalek
Exhibition Name: Colorful Date
Exhibition Date: 22nd of February, until the 2nd of March
Address: 15 El Batal Ahmed Abd El Aziz Street Mohandessin.

Restaurant Review

Longhorn
Texas BBQ
The Real Deal at
O1 Mall

It doesn’t get any more authentic than a full-on
Texas style barbeque. It’s a carnivore’s dream
with the smoky aroma of prime beef on the grill,
succulent lamb, marinated chicken and sizzling
sausages. And not to forget the sides, well worth
the trip in themselves.

A look at the menu had our mouths watering in no time. We
suggest y’all get yourselves down to O1 Mall in New Cairo
and try for yourselves.
Type of cuisine: BBQ meat, chicken and all the sides that
go with them.
Signature Dishes: Everything, from the slow cooked,
smoked BBQ meats to the Burnt Cheesecake or Pecan Pie.
What you will find: Beef Brisket, Brisket Pastrami, Beef
Ribs, Pulled Lamb, Turkey Breast, Lamb Chops, Half Chicken
and Hot Link (beef sausages) to meet your meat cravings.
For a bite of good Southern favorites you can dig in to a
wide range of tacos, and unmissable sides like blue cheese
coleslaw, potato salad, hash rice, mac and cheese, creamed
corn, Longhorn chili, creamy grits and loaded fries.
Even the sandwiches look like a meal for hearty appetites,
go for Chopped Brisket, Burnt Ends, Pulled Lamb, Texas
Pastrami or Smoked Beef Sausage. And yes, if you need
your greens, there is an arugula salad on offer with BLT
(brisket, lettuce and tomato).
If you have even the tiniest space left you shouldn’t miss
out on dessert, with a choice of cowboy-sized portions of
Burnt Cheesecake or Pecan Pie.

1pm to 12am.
O1 Mall in New Cairo
0105 008 8358
Longhorn-Texas-BBQ-109867967287065
longhorntexasbbq

Restaurant Review

J&G Steakhouse
Prime Meat Cuts and
Fish at Newly Opened
St. Regis

A great spot for pampering someone you love, or
celebrating with friends, J&G Steakhouse offers a
relaxing atmosphere and a top-notch menu.
Type of cuisine: Prime cuts of meat, both internationally
sourced and local, along with fresh fish and excellent
seafood. The thoughtfully considered menu includes some
perennial favorites along with creative dishes designed to
tempt any palate.
Signature Dishes: J&G Wagyu Cheeseburger, USA Black
Angus Beef Cow Boy Steak for Two 1000 g.
What you will find: Go armed with a healthy appetite,
as the menu boasts a tempting array of soups, a Raw Bar
and appetizers to try before you even start to consider
entrées or grilled items. We have already shortlisted the
J&G Seafood Platter with ½ a chilled lobster, sea bass
carpaccio, 3 tiger prawns and tuna tartar, Grilled Black
Pepper Octopus with Tarragon Puree, onion and lime,
and the vegetarian Roasted Baby Carrot Salad with
avocado, toasted seeds, sour cream and citrus dressing.
We are intrigued by the sound of Soy-Glazed Short Ribs
with apple-jalapeno puree and rosemary crumbs, along
with the Milk Fed Veal Filet, and would definitely order
the Australian Wagyu Sirloin with a whole heap of sides.
Truffle mashed potatoes anyone? Or a generous dollop of
creamed spinach? And the whole choice of sauces, from
Béarnaise to Smoked Chili Glaze.

The dessert menu would get our full attention of course.
How good does a Coconut Baked Alaska with Caramelized
Banana sound? What about a Salted Caramel Sundae with
Candied Peanuts, Popcorn and Chocolate Fudge?
Beverages: A full bar, inspired cocktails, and some
imaginative soft options.
Dinner only, reservations required.
1189 Nile Corniche, Cairo
259 79000; ext. 6304

Crave

Valentine’s Dinner
Prepared by You

Peppersoy Glazed Beef with
Basmati Rice

Staying safe and staying in this Valentine’s? Perhaps
an intimate dinner for two out on your balcony then!
We’ll help you impress your Valentine with a 5-star
dinner prepared by you, right in your kitchen.

Glaze
Ingredients:
• 2/3 cup brown sugar
• 1/2 cup low-sodium soy sauce
• 1/3 cup white sugar
• 1/4 cup water
• 2 tablespoons white
vinegar
• 1/2 teaspoon ground
ginger
• 1 teaspoon ground
black pepper
Preparation:
Stir brown sugar, soy
sauce, white sugar,
water, white vinegar,
ground ginger and
pepper together in a
saucepan; bring to a boil,
reduce heat to mediumlow, and cook until reduced
in volume by half, about 30
minutes. Let glaze cool to
thicken, at least 1 hour.
Beef
Prepare your choice of either
diced, stripped or steak fillet with
your preferred degree of doneness and
top it with the pepper soy glaze.
Basmati Rice
Ingredients:
• 1 cup basmati rice
• 1¾ cups water
• Pinch of salt
Preparation:
Wash the rice well and then let it soak for 30 minutes
then drain.
Fill a medium saucepan with 1¾ cups of water, and
the salt and bring to boil. Add the rice, stir, and wait until
the water comes back to a full boil. When it does, turn the
heat down as low as it can go, and then cover. Cook for
15 minutes, and then turn off the heat and let it rest for 5
minutes.

Wellbeing Sc he dules
West Side

Compound El Nada Mall Sheikh Zayed
0120 311 1101
3sixty Pilates Studio
3sixtypilates

97, Al Shabab St., in front of
Zayed Club, Zayed City, Giza.
0111 193 2718 - 011 4796 1028
K&A Art Center
kaartcenter

75 Abdel Moneim Riad St.
Motamayez District, 6th of October
0100 772 7282
Lotus Yoga & Wellness
Lotus.eg

Rivulet Mall, building “B”,
1st floor, Sheikh Zayed City
0120 102 1017
The Science Gym
thesciencegym

Beverly Hills Mall 1, shop 4
0102 772 0204
Reform Pilates Studios
reformpilatesstudios

Dandy Mega Mall, Kilo 28
Alexandria Desert Rd, second floor
0100 001 7146
WorldGymDandyMall
worldgymdandymall

Central

ﬁbers
the wellbeing club

1 Mousa Galal square,
Mohandsein, Off Hijaz street
0121 003 7778
Cairo Contemporary Dance
Center مركز الرقص املعارص
ccdc.dance

First Mall, Four Seasons
0114 033 3390
Fibers Club
fibersclub

24, Gezira El Wosta Street, 1st
floor, apt. 5
0102 311 1731
Reform Pilates Studios
reformpilatesstudios

East Side

ﬁbers
the wellbeing club

Degla Maadi, Street 209
0155 247 9747
aerialgraceegypt
aerialgrace.eg

ﬁbers
the wellbeing club

Zahraa Maadi St., Rihana
Residence, Maadi
0101 222 2986
Fibers Club
fibersclub

ﬁbers
the wellbeing club

Rehab - Gate 6, City Square
0112 804 4440
Fibers Club
fibersclub

Ahmed Tayseer St., El Merghany
St., Heliopolis
0112 804 4445
Fibers Club
fibersclub

24 Masged Ebad El Rahman St.,
Sheraton, Heliopolis
0121 108 1158
IDEA.egypt
idea_health

Royal Maxim Palace Kempinski
Cairo - New Cairo
0121 108 1158
IDEA.egypt
idea_health

No.4 El Nady St, Maadi
0101 773 3770
osanafamilywellness
osanafamilywellness

Katameya Residences Platinum Club (inside Spinaway Studio)
0102 967 9611
Reform Pilates Studios
reformpilatesstudios

13 Dr. Naguib Hashad - off
AbdelHamid Badawy - Heliopolis
0100 825 5623
vividyogastudio
vividyogastudio

W h at ’ s

N e w

a dv e r t i s e me n t

With over 30 years of market expertise, Flower Power is
Egypt’s first floral design house renowned for its flowers and
creative displays. This one-stop design house offers styling for
weddings, themed events and corporate functions as well as
visual merchandise and artistic flowers for prestigious hotels
and fashion brands.
Mohandessin | Americana Plaza | Downtown Mall
(+02) 01277705777
Info@flowewepowerdesign.com
/ Flowerpowerdesign
www.flowerpowerdesign.com

SHOP

Born out of
its designer’s
Arab roots,
SANDBOX is a
conceptual fine
jewelry brand
that emerged
out of the Arabian Peninsula and journeyed to the
deserts of Egypt where it’s now based. The brand
brings forth and expresses unique human experiences
through jewelry, bringing to life sustainable creations
that breathe art, power and fluidity. At SANDBOX, a
jewelry piece is not just a lifeless piece of metal and
stone. It is very much alive...
New Cairo, South Lotus, 90th Street, Building 10,
Apt. 303, 3rd Floor, Across Sodic East Town
0115 669 1566
sandboxsu
@sandboxsu
www.sandboxsu.com

W h at ’ s

N e w

By Tati Hafez

Sally Helmy Fleuriste - Believe in the
magic of flowers
Sally Helmy Fleuriste is a family business
dedicated to delivering happiness,
beauty and memories. Besides the
physical shop located in New Cairo,
Sally Helmy Fleuriste offers a reliable
and efficient website where you can
order beautiful flower arrangements
and have them delivered on the same day. Orders before
5 pm are delivered on the same day within Giza and Cairo,
with guaranteed freshness up to 7 days.
0127 706 0790
@sallyhelmyfleuriste
Website: www.sallyhelmy.com
Boho Pink - Cozy leg warmers and more
A passion to accessories turned into
a business. That is how Boho Pink
came to life. At Boho Pink you can
find the coziest winter accessories
like hard-to-find finger gloves and
back-into-fashion leg warmers.
The collection comes in a variety of
colors to brighten the winter days.
0112 980 0897
@bohopink
GE Cotton & Home Décor
GE Cotton & Home Décor is a new
shop in Maadi selling premium
quality cotton bedsheets, towels,
duvets and sofa throws as well as
home decor accessories. Stay comfy
and cozy with quality and style
within a good price range. GE is
where comfort meets affordability.
Working hours: 11 am to 10 pm
9, Street 231, Maadi Degla
0102 000 2525
@ge_cotton
Mix and Match goes online
One of the most established local
high-quality clothing brands in
Egypt and the region, Mix and
Match has launched its website
where you can shop its latest
unique designs and patterns of
cotton and linen. Check out the
latest collection and items on sale
for both women and men.
@mixandmatch_eg
Website: www.mixandmatch

ADDRESS BOOK

i

Beauty
Source Beauty
Web: www.sourcebeauty.me
Facebook: @SourceBeautyEG
Instagram: @source_beauty
SPOTLIGHT
Cad Masters
Web: www.cadmasters.org
Fashion
BCBGMAXAZRIA
Web: www.bcbg.com
Facebook / Instagram: @BCBGMAXAZRIA
BERSHKA
Web: www.bershka.com/eg
Facebook: @menabershka
Instagram: @bershka
H&M
Web: www.eg.hm.com
Facebook: @hmMiddleEast
Instagram: @hm
GUESS
Web: www.guessmena.com
Facebook: @GUESSMiddleEast
ZARA
Web: www.zara.com/eg/en/
Facebook / Instagram: @Zara
FEMI9
Web: www.femi9.com
Facebook: @femi9
Instagram: @femi9fashion
VICTORIA’S SECRET
Web: www.victoriassecret.com/eg/
Facebook: @victoriassecretME
Instagram: @victoriassecret
Paco Rabanne
Web: www.pacorabanne.com/ww/en
Facebook / Instagram: @pacorabann
Jean Paul Gaultier
Web: www.jeanpaulgaultier.com
Facebook: @jean.paul.gaultier
Instagram: @jpgaultierofficial
Mirna Nakhla
Web: www.mirnanakhlastore.com
Facebook / Instagram: @MirnaNakhla.Official
Carolina Herrera
Web: www.carolinaherrera.com
Facebook / Instagram: @carolinaherrera
HUGO BOSS
Web: www.hugoboss.com/hugo
Facebook: @hugo
Instagram: @hugo_official
CONCRETE
Web: www.concrete.com.eg
Facebook: @ConcreteEgypt
Instagram: @concrete_official
NIKE
Web: www.nike.com/eg/
Facebook / Instagram: @nike
Calvin Klein
Web: www.calvinklein.us/en
Facebook / Instagram: @calvinklein
Home and Garden
Motif Fabrics and Wallpapers
Facebook: motifeg
Instagram: motif.eg
Nina Found Home
Web: www.ninafoundhome.com
Facebook: @Ninafoundhome
ZARA HOME
Web: www.zarahome.com/eg/
Facebook / Instagram: @zarahome
IKEA
Web: www.ikea.com/eg/en/
Facebook / Instagram: @ikeaegypt
Caravanserai
Web: www.caravanserai-design.com
Facebook / Instagram:
@caravanseraidesign
TAREK SALLAB
Web: www.tarekelsallab.com
Facebook: @ tarekelsallab.org
Instagram: @ elsallab.tarekelsallab
TABARAK LINENS EGYPT
Web: www.tablinensegypt.com
Gift Guide
AREEJ AROMATHERAPY
Web: www.areejaromatherapy.com
Facebook: @Areej Aromatherapy
Instagram: @areej_aromatherapy
BREATHE Salon & Spa.
Web: www.breathespas.com
Tel: 0103 334 1144 / 0103 334 1155
Facebook / Instagram:
@ Breathespaeg
CLARITY JEWELRY
Facebook: @Clarity Jewelry
Instagram: @Clarityjewelry
MIMZO JEWELRY
Web: www.mimzojewellery.com
Tel: 0128 672 2223
Facebook: @shahnas70
Instagram: @mimzojewellery
OROFINE JEWELRY
Facebook: @orojewels
Instagram: @orofinejewels
NOON ESSENTIALS
Facebook: @Noon.footwear.designs
Instagram: @Noon.essentials
Azza Fahmy
Web: www.azzafahmy.com
Facebook / Instagram: @azzafahmy
Tradeline Egypt
Web: www.tradelinestores.com
Facebook / Instagram:
@Tradelinestores
Souq Egypt
Web: www.egypt.souq.com
Hugo Boss
Web: www.hugoboss.com/hugo
Facebook: @hugo
Instagram: @hugo_official
ZARA
Web: www.zara.com/eg/en/
Facebook / Instagram: @Zara
Spreading the Love
ESMA
Address: Al Mansoureya Rd, Nazlet Al Ashtar
Tel: 0122 218 8823
Web: www.esmaegypt.org
Facebook: @ESMA Egyptian Society of Mercy to Animals
Instagram: @esmaegypt
EFB
Address: Block 44, Gamal Abdel Nasser Axis - 3rd settlement
Tel: 16060
Web: www.egyptianfoodbank.com
Facebook: @Egyptian Food Bank
Instagram: @egyfoodbank
57357 Hospital
Address: 1 Seket Al-Emam Street – El-Madbah El-Kadeem Yard – ElSaida Zenab
Tel: 19057
Web: www.57357.org
Facebook: @57357Egypt
Instagram: @57357hospital
Resala
Address: 5 Mansi Yassin Street - Faisal - in front of B-Tech
Tel: 19045
Webs: www.resala.org
Facebook: @Resala.org
Instagram: @resala.charity.organization
Mashrou ElSaada
Tel: 0114 949 1918 / 0102 175 4271
Facebook / Instagram: @Mashrou ElSaada

